Abstract
Introduction
sharing algorithm is required to be general, adaptable, stable, scalable, fault tolerant, transparent to the application andinduceminimnm Ovecheadon the system p, 211. In this paper we study the problem oft&"ic initidplacement of amponeats in systeans consisting of distributed applications i.e. whether to initiate component creation locally or to negotiate for its creation remotely.
Adaprive algairhms far load-sharing usually consist of two basic functions -information dissemination and a l l d o n declsion-maling (canttol). These two functions can work well pvided that the numbet of nodes involved is nestricted. scalability requires that algorithm constNcts aft! independent of system size and physical topology and Further, to be independent of size* we suggest that the system be decomposed into overlapping doIgains [17] . A domain is simply a set of nodes. A node view of the system is limited to the nodes in its domain. The loadsharing algorithm is then applied within each domain, in&pendently of its application in other domains. For 
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The tramfix policy employed is a twwlmshokl policy to that used by Akmw 121, except tbat witb FLS decisions are taken at b e component kvelrathefthan the application level. We assme tfrat distributed sllppEications consist of 1oosely-Cazl.pled cumpcments and that the algorithm should try to distribute cosnpmrents of the same application so as to increase wncurrency. Constraints could be provided for tiatly coupled cumponents to be CO-located. When a oomponent of a disaiited application is to be create&, the iirst step is b check (Fig. 3) CandidateuILderiOgdednode f a -c a n p o n e n t a . . . .
System Partitioning into Domains
In order to partition the system, each node must choose a bounded subset of other nodes to include in its domain and with which to interact. Static partitioning into independent symmetric regions, centred at some control points is suggested in [l]. However, the suggested scheme performance degradation. Alternatively, periodically and randomly selected subsets are used in 14.51. This has the disadvantage of deleting potential candidates for loadsharing which had been previously included. As described below, we therefore bias the random choice and retain potentialcandidateS.
A node can be in one of three states (Underload U, 
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Figure 4: Domain membership change
Message Receipt
In the following discussion:
Di denotes the set representing the current domain of node i.
Domain Refresh
The current domain is refreshed upon initialization (current domain is empty), following a state change and periodicauy (after arefiresh interval has elapsed). Node 
Mutual Domain Membership
Nodes are thus added to the domain of anode through local (domain refresh) and remote (message receipt) operations. Domain membership is mutual in that an activity initiated at one node regarding another node (insertioddeletion) will result in the nodes being i n~n~t l y a n d m u t u a l l y i n~~( i n s e r t e d ) a r e x c l u d e d (deleted) from their respective domains. Below we demonstrate that domain refresh together with the message receipt procedure ensm mutual domain membership.
Deletion ata Node:
When L is no longer of interest to K, it will be deleted from k s domain at a subsequent domain refresh. L will similarly discard K on receipt of the state update from K (Fig. 7) (Fig. 6 ). 
Fdures:
By discarding outdated entries when the domain is refreshed, the partitioning algorithm can also cope with failures and message loss. For instance, unresponsive (failed) nodes will eventually be discarded from the domains of other nodes. As an example of message loss, ' consider that K selects L to be included in its domain but the state message sent to L following its insertion gets lost (Fig 8) 
Algorithm Analysis
Assumptions
The following assumptions are used throughout our served order and are run to completion. A system is first analysed subject to an even load on its nodes O l e 1). ' With all these three algorithms response time is s i g n i f i c a n l l y l e d u c e d i f c o m p a r e d t o n~ 'on (3.81 and 77.8 seconds for the even and uneven load cases respectively). Probe can be viewed as a modified random allowing for rejection. For the even load case, FLS further improves results achieved with Periodic and Robe by 28.5% and 25.5% respectively. The uneven load case is typical to a workstation e " e n t , FLS results are the closest to tho= attained for the even load case Fig. 9 
FLS at the Component level
?b take advantage of distribution, FLS takes loadsharing decisions at the component level. We run the same system described in Tables 1 and 2, except that this time we have each application composed of up to 3 components instead of 1. 'Ihese components are loosely coupled and exchange messages infrequently (at a rate of 1 per 5Oms). The response time achieved is 1.5 and 1.6 for the even and uneven load cases respeaively, Le a reduction of 28.5% and 33% for load cases A and B respectively. As described in [13], for each message exchanged by remote components, we add the delay incurred to the total time it takes this component to execute.
Prototype Implementation in CONIC
Recent work on distributed software specification, construction and change, clearly separates the software component programming concerns from those of system structure and configuration [ll]. A separate configuration language is used to describe the logical structure of a system by creating and interconnecting components.
Similarly component allocation can be dealt with at the configuration level . This specificatioo of the logical to physical mapping may be fixed (static initial placement/allocation) in that it specifies the exact node to which each component should be allocated. However 
Experimenting with Automatic Allocation
The prototype permits a user to issue the directive "create N.T at ZSA'" to the extended interactive Confguration manager, iman, at a specific node and be notified of the actual execution location (Fig 11) . create at Isa Fig  12, where cma is the configuration management agent. For example, the user can initiate me load generator at node A and anorhex load generator at node B while other nodes in the system are idle. After specifying the characteristics of each load gene", the command to start the experiment is given. At each node where applications arrive, the arrival time, arrival location, requested execution location and actual execution location are saved to allow for tracing of the algorithm behaviour at a later stage.
Note that our prototype is not tried in an isolated environment as othm usen and applications (and suine cpu consuming system utilities) have access to the same resources. We have therefore placed emphasis on FLS behaviour when experimenting with this extended environment rather than performance results. The main goal was to demonsfrate FLS suitability to a CONIC-like environment. We have run several experiments with a load generator imposing intensive load on one of the nodes in a system consisting of 9 nodes. A burst of 20 applications, each requiring 25 seconds of cpu for its processing, anived at the chosen node, one every 10 seconds. Using this we were able to trace tbe behaviour of the FLS algorithm. As soon as the node became overloaded it started to share load. Since the obex nodes in its domain were idling, they were able to accommodak the additional load. Once the node was no longer overloaded, applications were processed locally. Domain membership changed dynamically, reflecting these load state changes. We used minimum domain size (pcmin) of 1 anddomain size (U) of 2. For the UNM 'upti" command, To and Tu were set to 1.5 and 0.8 respectively. As expected, the hit ratio aplaoached 1.
'on of Mk are encouraged by the ease of incapom such a facility into CONIC. Automatic allocation (initial placement) is not demanding in terms of cpu, storage and message exchange, and most of the benefits of loadsharing can be realised with the provision of such a service.
Conclusions
In dismiuted systems, decision makers must be able to make local decisions. This applies to load-sharing as much as to any other distributed application. In this paper we described a cache based load-sharing algaithm, raking place at tbe configuration level, which satisfies the desired properties. In particular, we have described a flexible loadsharing algorithm FLS exhibiting low percentage remote execution, and high hit-ratio. Such algorithms appear to be less sensitive to cpu speed communication bandwidth variations, and other assumptions made.
For scabilitp FLS partitions a system into domains. The partitioning algorithm uses biased random selection to retain entries of potential candidates and select OtherStoreplacediscarded entries. The algorithm supports mutual inclusion and exclusion, and is further rendered fail-safe by treating cached data as hints. It can be c o m m to the unbiased partitioning proposed by Barak [5] where new nodes to be included in the domain are selected periodically and randomly, even if potential candidates for load-sharing existed in the current domain.
In order to minimise state transfer activity, we prefer to bias the choice and retain potential candidates. Further work is necessary to gain experience with the current and other partitioning algorithms and to analyse more carefully the relationship between partitioning and infomation dissemination.
Vk have also demonstrated the suitability of the algorithm to a CONICYREX-like environment, providing automatic software allocation service as part of configuration management. We are convinced that automatic initial placement should always be supported since much of the benefit of load-sharing can be realised from good initial placement decisions, preferably at the component level. Workstations in a disfriiuted system are frequently diskless and system binary files and user data fdes are stored in a server machine. This implies that there is no extra a x t fur mote initial placesnent apart f b m the message exchange, making automatic initial placement especially attractive for such an environment.
